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Published Oct 05, 2020 By Ankita Singh Need a remote access tool for your IT team? Check out these free software options to set up a secure remote connection and troubleshoot IT issues. Most of the global workforce is now operating remotely, and ... Continue reading Published September 29, 2020 Pritam Tamang
As remote work becomes more of a reality than a fleeting trend, project managers will need new strategies to manage virtual teams. As I begin to write this article while sitting in my living room, I... Continue reading Published September 09, 2020 in Tamang's Prikamya Learn about three major project management trends
that can improve employee efficiency and drive project success. Since Henry Glatt created the Gantt chart, the art and science of project management have changed significantly with the growth of ... Continue reading Published September 03, 2020 Pritam Tamang Enterprises who want an effective project management
team should start by creating an effective project management stack consisting of the right tools. There are no two identical projects. The same goes for project teams: Everyone has their own ... Continue reading Published August 14, 2020 By Pritam Tamang Whether it's brainstorming new ideas or conducting training,
an online board app is essential for remote commands. The boards have been ubiquitous office fixtures for years. They are needed to brainstorm new ideas and help teams come... Continue reading Published July 01, 2020 by Amanda Kennedy Revisit Security, Application Integration and Artificial Intelligence to take full
advantage of digital transformation When I worked for a PR company, we migrated to the cloud-based project management system from homegrown to premise version. Instead of spending ... Continue reading Published June 09, 2020 Bandita Awasthi These meeting tools can help your teams collaborate remotely.
What could be better? You can start using them for free. While there is no substitute for face-to-face business meetings, virtual meetings have proven to be a competitive replacement... Continue reading Published in May. 22, 2020 Andrew Conrad's Increased Remote Work has cast doubt on our performance in a new
way. Use these tips to climb higher. We all know at least one of them... The employee who always has a neat table and signs... Continue reading Published in May. 20, 2020 Pritam Tamang Need to contact your team remotely through online meetings? Check out these four free web conferencing solutions. Remote work
will become the new norm in the coming years. According to the Gartner report... Continue Reading Published March 2020 Lauren Maffeo Remote work is the new norm and that won't change any time soon. A Gallup study found that 51% of employees would switch companies to work for one with more flexible work
mechanisms, and that the most active involved ... Continue reading Every Has Old Business Axiom: You have to spend money to make money. But have you heard the saying: You have to invest in project management technology to grow your business? So I just came up with a second saying, but that doesn't make it
any less true. While every small business leader should be mindful of their budget, long-term savings on technology and training can lead to the collapse of your business. With that in mind, how much should you spend and what benefits do you get from spending on project management technology? More spending on
project management technology can increase your organizational growth so that you can keep up with the competition. In this article, we'll see how much small and medium-sized businesses (SMEs) invest in PM technology and how much they spend, as well as the impact of technology investment on project
management success. How much should I spend on PM technology? Last month, we solved part of the spending equation when we wrote about how to determine your annual project management technology budget. Some of the key takeaways from this piece (based on Capterra 2018 Best Technology Trends Survey):
Funding is one of the three major challenges CMB faces when planning investments in new technologies. Most small and medium-sized businesses consider PM tech to be an important strategic investment, and about 40% have already planned a PM software budget in the next one to two years. A third of small and
medium-sized businesses with approved budgets plan to spend between $1,000 and $10,000 annually. The general rule is, the more your income, the more you have to invest in project management technology. If your organization makes $80 million a year, for example, but you only spend $5,000 each year on project
management technology, you are in the minority and potentially put yourself at a competitive disadvantage. The size of your organization is also an important factor, as most project management programs are sold under a single-user license. Most project management software costs somewhere in the ballpark $50 per
user per month, although there are certainly cheaper and even free options. The chart below shows what you can expect to pay for project management software for your organization. The 2018 estimated PM budget based on the cost of the license and the number of users budget estimates do not include the costs
associated with setting up, servicing, supporting etc (source) Now that you know how you stack up against your colleagues when it comes to project management technology costs, let's see why you should spend so much on PM technology and how it can help your business grow. 3 Ways PM Technology Can Your
Business Grow We need to take a moment here to recognize that while growth is a worthwhile goal for most small businesses, it doesn't have to come at the expense of good ethics, quality of life for you and your team, team, sound business practices. You need to look no further than the British fintech company Revolut
to see what can happen when the rapid growth of the business comes before doing everything right. As it turns out, when you move fast and break things can sometimes be difficult to put them back together. Doesn't it make sense to move consciously and build things? Don't be afraid, though. This article will show just
how you can use project management technology to drive your company to healthy development through better collaboration, better planning, and a better budget. 1. Growing by improving collaboration and communication as your team grows, you will no doubt find that it is increasingly difficult to keep all the right people
in the loop on your projects. Poor communication is cited as the main reason for the failure of almost a third of doomed projects (29%). No, no. Even when your projects are on a stable footing, good collaboration is still a key growth factor. According to Gartner's web inan (available to Gartner customers), businesses that
communicate effectively: Have a 19% higher market premium Experience 57% above shareholder returns in 4.5 times more likely to report high levels of employee engagement Are 20% more likely to report lower turnover All these figures is that teams that do not effectively cooperate will have a lower market share,
lower shareholder returns. lower employee engagement and higher turnover. In other words, they will struggle to grow or even survive. How investing in project management technologies can help project management technologies improves communication and collaboration by breaking down walls between individuals
and teams. Good project management software allows teams to centralize documents, collaborate on graphs and budgets, and tag each other in updates and queries. In other words, project management software keeps everyone in touch and alignment. This helps your business grow: You may be able to track what five
different people are working on using email and spreadsheet, but your time would be better spent finding opportunities for growth. And when you find the features that lead to more projects and more employees working on these projects, you'll quickly reach a point where email and spreadsheets can no longer handle the
load. So why not strengthen your infrastructure now before you are overwhelmed? To see project management collaborations in action, check out this video from Wrike, the second most popular project management tool in our list of the 20 most popular projects for Microsoft Project: In the Project Management Tool Wrike
(Source) 2. Growth through better planning as you grow, the wrong calendar is a recipe for disaster. This leads to unrealistic or missed deadlines, last-minute fights and bottlenecks. According to PMI Pulse Pulse Survey of the profession of almost 4,500 project management professionals from around the world, only
about half (52%) of the professions projects ready at the originally scheduled time. No, no. And that number doesn't even include the number of projects that have been completely abandoned or restarted because they're so far behind schedule. While occasional delays are inevitable, if your designs constantly come in
significantly late, your growth will be slowed down because you won't deliver on time. How investing in project management technology can help good planning starts with good planning, and project management technology plays an important role in good planning and planning. Let's see how to do it. Most project
management programs are based on the Gantt chart. What are the Glatta charts? No, no. In its main form, the Gantt chart is a box grid that displays a list of tasks based on time progression. Gantt diagrams are an indispensable project management tool because they elegantly show important dates (including start and
end dates and milestones), interdependent tasks, and how important tasks are related to each other. This may be getting under the hood a bit, but it's important to know that your project management software handles all the little things for you. Once timeframe and interdependence are entered, project management
software will allow you to drag and drop deadlines and tasks and adjust your schedule accordingly. For example, say that #2 project takes two days longer than expected. Your project management software will reflect this overrun in the overall chart, so you know how to adjust to the finish line on time. Project
management software also helps with planning by sending automatic notifications when the deadlines are up, and identifying a critical path for predicting the realistic duration of your projects. This is all critical to the sustainable growth of your business because delays and missed deadlines will only snowball as your
business grows. Using collaborative calendars, scheduling predictions, and time notifications, project management software will help you deliver on time whether you have a team of 5 or 55 people. 3. Growth through better budgeting It may be true that only 57% of project managers report completing their projects within
their original budget, but this is not one of those situations where you can just say: Everyone else is doing it, so it's ok if I blow my budgets, too. Cost overruns are not only bad for your company's growth, but can even lead to the failure of your business: lack of revenue/cash was the main reason for the closure of small
businesses in 2015. No, no. Just as project management software works behind the scenes to help you stay on schedule, it also works to help you stay within budget, so you have more funds to get in. into your business and encourage growth. How investing in project management technologies can help project
management software allows project managers to enter all project costs from the outset and then track them throughout the project lifecycle. Let's say, for example, you are repairing a vehicle. At the beginning of the project, you estimate you need: $350 for a portion of $195 for renting equipment $45/hour for labor with
an estimated period of 10 hours of work to repair So, your budget is $995. Project management software will track your budget throughout the project. If your work ends early, say, eight hours instead of ten, you can quickly see that your project is running $90 within budget. On the other hand, if your $350 portion is
labeled to $375 by the time you order it, your software will let you know that you are working $25 over budget. This may seem like a simplistic example because it is, but you can imagine how useful such a tool can be when working on a project that includes hundreds or thousands of different costs. Sound budgeting
through project management software not only helps your business build an egg nest through successful times, but also helps your business survive lean months, letting you know when to cut unnecessary costs. By connecting accounting software data to the project management budget module, you'll get a complete
picture of your company's financial condition, allowing you to chart a growth rate over the next five years and beyond. Further Reading In addition to project management technology impact on growth in collaboration, planning and budgeting, Capterra Senior Project Management Analyst Eileen O'Loughlin has identified
three more reasons that make PM software a strategic investment for small and medium-sized businesses: The effectiveness of employees overcoming strategies to fulfill the gap of immediate ROI for small and medium-sized businesses. What are the growing pains in project management? What are your organization's
project management issues? Communication, timing, execution? Let me know in the comments so we can work on finding solutions together. Technology can help with a lot of problems, but only if you know how to properly apply it. Our project management blog is packed full of great tips not only on using technology to
help your organization grow in a healthy way, but also the soft skills you need as a project manager and small business leader to stay on track. About Capterra's Best Technology Trends for Smes and Medium Business Capterra conducted this study in June and July 2018 among 715 U.S. small and medium-sized
businesses with more than one employee and annual income of less than $100 million, the survey excluded a nonprofit nonprofit Skilled respondents make decisions or have a significant impact on purchasing technology decisions for their organization. Organization.
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